WARNING:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CHOKING HAZARD: small parts that may become separated include thumb screws and rubber caps. Keep out of reach of
children under 3
This is NOT A TOY
For displaying clothing and accessories ONLY
NEVER hang on or use for purposes other than intended.
MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY: 15 lbs.
MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY for extended hand: 1 lb.
TIGHTEN thumb screws firmly before use to keep parts from separating.

PARTS:
(A) Over-The-Door Hanger

(B) Wall Hanger

(C) Custom Chrome Chain

(mount so that bottom of hook is approx. 75 inches from floor)

(F) Left Arm

(D) Upper Body

(E) Lower Body
(I) Fashion Stylizer with Clips

(G) Right Arm

(H) 10 Fashion Clips

(J) Compressed Expanded

ASSEMBLY:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Place Over-The-Door Hanger (A) over bedroom door OR mount Wall Hanger (B) on wall so that bottom of hook is approx. 75
inches from floor.
NOTE: when using wall hanger, be sure there is enough wall space for form to hang correctly.
Hook one end of the link Chain (C) to the hook on top of Upper Body (D)
Hang the other end of Chain (C) that is connected to Upper Body (D) onto Over-The-Door Hanger (A) or Wall Hanger (B) at
desired height. Upper Body of form should be hanging at same height as user and stabilizer feet with rubber caps should be
against the door or wall.
Loosen Thumb Screw on center tube of Upper Body (D) and insert Lower Body (E) so that top bar matches the height of users
hips. Tighten thumb screw firmly so that (E) does not separate from (D). Stabilizer feet with rubber caps should be against the
door or wall.
Loosen thumb screw on left arm tube of Upper Body (D) (this is the right side of form when standing in front of form looking at
it). Insert portion of Left Arm (F) that has a hole in it into left arm tube. [See Letter (I) for correct positioning] Adjust arm to
desired length and tighten thumb screw firmly so that Left Arm (F) does not separate from Upper Body section
Loosen thumb screw on right arm tube of Upper Body (D) (this is the left side of form when standing in front of form looking at
it). Insert portion of Right Arm (G) that has a hole in it into right arm tube. [See Picture (I) for correct positioning] Adjust arm
to desired length and tighten thumb screw firmly so that Right Arm (G) does not separate from Upper Body section
Place clips on Tomorrow’s Outfit Fashion Stylizer (I)
YAY!!! You did it! Your Tomorrow’s Outfit Fashion Stylizer is ready to use. It should look like Letter (I) and be adjusted like letter (J)
(compressed, expanded or slightly expanded to fit your height and the length between your shoulders and hips). You will have two
extra clips for clipping things like tank tops inside the shoulder area, hair accessories, or other fashion pieces. Happy Outfit Planning!
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